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True North Strong

At an intellectual level, investors understand that market pullbacks and
corrections are natural and to be expected. However, this rationale does not
always hold true when a pullback or correction is actually happening. This recent
pullback was stoked by the potential impact of Evergrande’s financial crisis, the
US government’s attempt to raise or suspend the nation’s debt ceiling, and
economists’ suspicions about the increasing likelihood of a rate hike by the Fed
sooner rather than later. Broadly speaking, we feel the market was looking for
an excuse to correct and these factors, coupled with seasonality, are an easy
scapegoat. We predict a couple more weeks of choppy market activity followed
by a shift to a major rally into year-end, propelled by negative seasonality
shifting to positive seasonality, as well as the quelling of inflation fears and the
unleashing of pent-up demand.
As a refresher, there is a sharp distinction between the economic impact of price
shocks and persistent inflation. Supply chain issues and demand spikes are onetime events rather than continuous pressure forces. Case in point: corrections in
many commodities and semiconductor chips are underway. Because inflation is
a year-over-year comparison and in 2022, inflation gauges will measure 2022

vs. 2021. Looking ahead, we believe inflation in many categories will turn
negative (deflation).
Since 1981, interest rates have been declining as the age of science and mass
production has now shifted to the rise of digital technology. 1 In addition, we are
seeing a declining pace of demographic growth. 2

These two factors indicate that the headwinds facing rates should persist,
emphasizing how critical it is to focus on growth, particularly growth that isn’t
dependent on GDP growth or growth that isn’t relegated to certain macro
environments. In other words: investors need to concentrate on compounders.
Software companies do not rely on GDP growth or population growth to be
successful. Plus, they do not grapple with supply chain challenges and their longterm growth prospects are absolutely inevitable (unlike the Russian roulette of
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investing in cyclical businesses). We anticipate that the software industry will
continue to be an investment priority for years to come.

Team Canada!
The DKAM Capital Ideas Fund is geographically agnostic between Canada and
the US. However, most of the tech companies capturing our attention are based
in our own backyard. Canada has become a global tech hub as public and private
investment continues to flood Canada’s tech sector. Toronto tech funding has
soared to a new record in every quarter of 2021 so far, including the record $1.64
billion raised by Toronto startups in Q3 2021.3 As of the end of Q3, Toronto
startups have raised a cumulative $4.1 billion this year, exceeding the total
investment raised in 2020 by 281%. 4 These statistics are staggering in the best
possible way.
The Toronto-Waterloo tech ecosystem is now globally recognized and for good
reason. University of Waterloo startups rank second in North America for
investor ROI. 5 A new report from a US platform for investors and startups has
found that ventures founded by Waterloo alumni produce a higher-thanexpected return on investment than their counterparts at Stanford, MIT, and
Harvard. 6 Notably, University of Toronto and McGill University also ranked in
the top 20 for investor ROI in North America. 7
We continue to meet outstanding companies coming out of The Great White
North, spanning a wide range of verticals, including fintech and AI. We are also
seeing an emerging trend of “rent now, pay later”, similar to the “buy now, pay
later” trend. The pipeline of IPOs in Canada’s tech scene is strong and we are
excited to capitalize on the most compelling opportunities.
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Stack ’em up
We are passionate about software
businesses and in this issue of the ROE
Reporter, we will dive into a specific
aspect of the software business: tech
stacks. Simply put, a tech stack
typically consists of programming
languages, frameworks, a database,
front-end tools, back-end tools, and
applications connected via APIs.
Think of each piece as a building
block, and these building blocks all
work together to deliver a solution.
The reality is that many businesses
today, especially small businesses, still
lean heavily on traditional software
like Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft
Excel (or even pen & paper) to run
their
operations.
They
don’t
understand the big picture benefits of switching to tech stacks and that layering
pieces of software can be incredibly multiplicative and not strictly additive to
productivity. A quick glance at capital efficiencies since the 1980’s and it is
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immediately apparent that companies today are doing much, much more with
much, much less and we’re seeing a lot more room for improvement. 8
We chatted with the CEO’s of selected portfolio companies about tech stacks
and improving productivity and here’s what they had to say on how layering can
dramatically boost a business:

8
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The examples above illustrate just how powerful a software partnership can be.
Companies are beginning to realize the power of implementing the best-in-class
software solutions.
Furthermore, we continue to be
impressed by the number of
technologies that can join forces in a
single tech stack. VerticalScope, an
operator of a cloud-based digital
platform for online enthusiast
communities in high-consumer
spending
categories,
partially
attributes its success to its leveraging
of more than 18 different best-inclass infrastructure and commercial
software.
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Naturally, many online-first or strictly SaaS based businesses are the early
adopters of new technology. That being said, the benefits of combining all of
these technologies goes well beyond technology companies and is why we are
so early on in this eventuality. An excellent example is RediShred (KUT), which
is based in Toronto and provides shredding and document scanning services in
the US. Sure, it’s not a particularly glamorous business, but it is one that has
grown revenue at a 28% CAGR over the last five years while improving
EBITDA margins to more than 30%, on par with some of the best well know
technology companies. One of the reasons RediShred has scaled so efficiently
is the implementation of its own technology stack.

What are the implications from an investing standpoint? This means that we are
still in the very early innings of software implementation and tech stack
construction. These types of B2B software solutions are where Donville Kent
spends its time. Growth in this sub-sector of software will continue to ramp up
and we will see years and years of dramatic growth.
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Hot offW the press
We are always on the hunt for new, under-the-radar compounders. Here are two
companies (one that just went public and one that is just about to go public) that
have captured our attention:
Propel Holdings (PRL) is an online lending platform that facilitates access to
credit products (including installment loans and lines of credit) under the
MoneyKey and CreditFresh brands to underbanked American consumers. The
platform is driven by its in-house technology that enables 88% of credit approval
decisions to be made automatically. With employees split between Toronto and
Winnipeg, Propel Holding has over 380 employees in Canada, including a 30person tech team in Toronto.
We participated in the Propel Holdings IPO in October 2021, and of all our
portfolio companies we believe this company has the greatest potential upside
over the next 12 months. A lot of this upside is driven by the valuation difference
between itself and competitors. This discount should prove to be temporary as
the stock becomes better known receives its first analyst coverage. When it
comes to attributes of a potential multi-bagger, Propel Holdings checks the
boxes:
 Founder-run with significant inside ownership
 Founders have started, grown, and sold a similar business
 Founded in 2011, the company has been profitable since 2015 and
margins continue to improve
 Small enough size to have long runway for multi-year elevated growth
 Priced extremely cheap on 2022 estimates; well-capitalized for growth
 Forecasting close to 100% growth in both revenues and EBITDA in 2022
Pluribus Technologies was founded in 2018 with the goal of consolidating
smaller players in the B2B software industry. We participated in the company’s
private capital raise and intend to add to our position when the company goes
public in the next couple months.
We are excited about Pluribus and see many similarities with Constellation
Software (CSU), which we invested in at $20 in 2009 and continue to hold today
at $2,242.80. Like CSU, Pluribus acquires small software companies ($1-$10
million of revenue) and wins deal by being vendor-friendly and by keeping
management teams engaged. Although Pluribus is focused on slightly different
verticals than CSU, the company has been able to generate comparable margins
in the 30%+ EBITDA range. Pluribus recently hired a new CFO who previously
spent nearly a decade closing acquisitions at the long-time compounder,
Enghouse Systems. We have always deemed Enghouse to be an incredibly astute
acquirer and we are confident this new CFO will help Pluribus scale and
complete at least one deal per quarter to scale M&A activity as the company
grows. Furthermore, Pluribus is starting out as a small cap company at a
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discounted valuation, just like CSU used to be. Based on our estimates, Pluribus
should be able to grow at a faster rate than other consolidators, such as CSU and
Enghouse, while also having a projected stock price at half the multiple.

Final thoughts
Our advice to investors is to stay focused on the direction of fundamentals:
revenue growth, as well as the direction of margins and earnings growth.
Fundamentals drive long-term performance and we are seeing incredible
momentum in our portfolio companies’ reported earnings. We eagerly await for
our portfolio companies to announce their Q3 earnings in the coming weeks,
which should prove to be one of the strongest quarters of 2021 and stocks should
react accordingly. With a mere eight weeks left of the year, we are seeing green
shoots throughout the economy and are quite positive on the direction of the
market for the end of 2021 and into 2022.
J.P. Donville & Jesse Gamble
info@donvillekent.com

All estimates, projections, and calculations have been generated by DKAM. This does not constitute advice for personal
investments but rather a breakdown of how Donville Kent approaches stock analysis.

DISCLAIMER
Readers are advised that the material herein should be used solely for informational purposes. Donville Kent Asset Management Inc.
(DKAM) does not purport to tell or suggest which investment securities members or readers should buy or sell for themselves. Readers
should always conduct their own research and due diligence and obtain professional advice before making any investment decision. DKAM
will not be liable for any loss or damage caused by a reader's reliance on information obtained in any of our newsletters, presentations,
special reports, email correspondence, or on our website. Our readers are solely responsible for their own investment decisions.
The information contained herein does not constitute a representation by the publisher or a solicitation for the purchase or sale of securities.
Our opinions and analyses are based on sources believed to be reliable and are written in good faith, but no representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. All information contained in our newsletters, presentations or on our
website should be independently verified with the companies mentioned. The editor and publisher are not responsible for errors or
omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Unit value and investment returns will fluctuate and there is no assurance
that a fund can maintain a specific net asset value. The fund is available to investors eligible to invest under a prospectus exemption, such
as accredited investors. Prospective investors should rely solely on the Fund's offering documentation, which outlines the risk factors in
making a decision to invest.
The S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index, the S&P 500 Total Return Index, and the Russell 2000 Total Return Index ("the indexes")
are similar to the DKAM Capital Ideas Fund LP ("the fund") in that all include publicly traded North American equities of various market
capitalizations across several industries, and reflect both movements in the stock prices as well as reinvestment of dividend income.
However, there are several differences between the fund and the indexes, as the fund can invest both long and short, can utilize leverage,
can take concentrated positions in single equities, and may invest in companies that have smaller market capitalizations than those that are
included in the indexes. In addition, the indexes do not include any fees or expenses whereas the fund data presented is net of all fees and
expenses. The source of the indexes' data is Bloomberg.
DKAM receives no compensation of any kind from any companies that are mentioned in our newsletters or on our website. Any opinions
expressed are subject to change without notice. The DKAM Capital Ideas Fund, employees, writers, and other related parties may hold
positions in the securities that are discussed in our newsletters, presentations or on our website.
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